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This is the room. Right here. This is the Ogima room.
What do you mean, what’s the Ogima room? Oh, right, right,
you’re new. Well, this is a story you need to know if you’re going to
work here. This room’s a legend. It’s too bad Rascombe isn’t here
to tell the story himself—I forget some of the details—but I’ll do
what I can.
Yeah, you probably haven’t ever met Dr. Rascombe. Officially,
he still works here, but he’s not around much. He’s … he’s not
been well.
Anyway, this happened maybe two years ago, back when
everything seemed like it was exploding at once and we found
out Marik was actually not-Marik. It was a late night—full moon, of
course. Have you worked a full moon yet? Oh, you’re in for a real
treat. Just you wait.
Rascombe had been on duty for about fifteen hours, and he
was napping on one of the dressing-room cots. Someone shook
him awake after he’d been down for about twenty minutes and
told him he was on. So he stumbled up, got himself together and
went to act professional.
He came to the door of the room and saw a nurse—I think it
was Burton, a guy who left here about a year ago—standing by
the door, looking nervous.
“What’s going on?” Rascombe said.
Burton didn’t answer right away; he was pretty twitchy. “The
patient …” he finally said. “The patient in there is a little worked up.”
Then Rascombe heard it. Yelling coming from the other side of
the door. There’d be a few words, then silence, then some more
yelling. Alternating, on and off, constantly.
“He should be sedated,” Rascombe said. And Burton says, “He
was sedated. He’s had enough tranqs to completely knock him
out. And the horse he rode in on. And a few other horses besides.”
The guy inside yelled some more.
“Is he … secured?”
“Yeah,” Burton said. “Manacled to the bed. Good luck with him.
Call me if you need me.”
“You’re coming in with me.” So Rascombe glances at his noteputer to see if the patient info’d shown up yet. It was there, but it
only gave a first name. Ogima.
So Rascombe went into the room—this room right here. The
bed there is where Ogima was chained. Under here you can see
the gouges he made by pulling on his manacles.
Of course it’s the same bed. We don’t buy much new stuff.
When Rascombe walked in, he saw—well, you should ask him
about it some time, if you ever meet him. He saw a sight. The guy,
he said, was practically levitating on the bed, he was pulling so
hard against his manacles. He had bald patches where he’d pulled
hair out, and his face was crumpled like paper. On one wrist, he’d
pulled so much that the metal had cut him practically to the bone.
He might have bled out if Rascombe had waited any longer to get
in there.
So there’s blood spraying everywhere, hitting Rascombe and
Burton as soon as they walk in. Rascombe runs forward, trying

to stop the bleeding, but the guy’s thrashing everywhere, even
though he’s restrained, even though he’s sedated. Rascombe
knows that anything he puts on the wrist is going to get ripped
off pretty quick. Nothing good’s going to happen until he puts the
guy out.
And of course, the whole time the guy’s yelling. Most of it’s
gibberish, but Rascombe and Burton said sometimes they could
understand a word or two. Of course, they both heard different
things, so you don’t know if it’s what this Ogima guy actually said
or if they just heard it that way. Like a Rorschach test, but with
sound.
Burton, he said the guy yelled “the flesh, the flesh,” a lot, and
then he said “so many, too many.” Rascombe heard him say “run,
run, run, run,” and “the heart, right out,” and he said what Burton
heard as “so many, too many,” was actually “may I, do I.”
But they cared more about subduing the guy and stopping the
bleeding than listening to him rave. Rascombe looks at the chart,
sees how many tranqs have been pumped into the guy, and he
flips out. The guy should’ve been asleep for a week, not thrashing
himself to death. So Rascombe makes the call—twenty micrograms of astoril. Yeah, that’s right, twenty. And still the guy doesn’t
go out right away. He spends a little more time throwing blood
around the room—check some of the corners, you might find a
spot the cleaning crew missed in the past few years.
OK, I’m kidding. Kind of.
But finally, finally, the guy goes down, and Rascombe patches
up his wrist. But the guy’s not entirely out. His eyelids kept snapping open with only the whites showing underneath. Rascombe
said the eyes were pulsing, bulging—he worried they were going
to pop out of their sockets, but then they’d close. And even then,
when the patient was totally sedated, he had this presence—well,
he was just creepy, Rascombe said.
But at least the guy’s quiet and still and there’s no more bleeding, so Rascombe figures he can get to work on the real problem.
He looks at the chart. Then he looks at the patient. Then the chart
again. He does a cursory visual inspection. Hooks up a computer
to the guy to see if it can find anything. Looks for Burton, but Burton took off as soon as the patient went under. He walks out into
the hall, looks around, then yells to anyone who can hear him.
“Does anyone know what the hell is supposed to be this guy’s
problem?”
No one answers. In fact, Rascombe told me it seemed like
everyone was doing their best to keep their distance. He saw one
nurse walk into the hall, make eye contact with him, then dash
right back into the same room she’d just walked out of.
So he figured he’d go to admissions, see who took the guy’s
info in the first place. He just wants to find out what the problem is,
fix it and get the guy out of there. He takes two steps, then hears a
noise. Behind him. From the room. This room here.
He runs into the room and the guy is sitting up. Sitting up! Just
a few minutes after twenty units of astoril! At least he’s not thrashing. He’s still, his eyes are closed, but he’s sitting bolt upright.
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Rascombe, of course, is pretty unnerved. He stares at the guy,
waiting for something else bizarre to happen, and he’s not disappointed. The guy starts to shake. Vibrate, Rascombe said. His body
stays in its seated position, but it’s trembling like an aspen leaf.
Rascombe pokes his head out the door, asking for a little help, but
no one shows. He says the shaking went on for maybe a minute,
then stopped. And the guy’s eyes snapped open, with the eyeballs
now in their proper position.
Rascombe takes a step toward the guy, and there’s no response
from him, no recognition. Another step, same thing. He walks in
front of the guy and waves a hand in front of his face. Nothing on
the guy moves, not the slightest twitch of an eyeball. He does it
again. Still nothing. He takes a step back.
Then the guy speaks. In a voice, Rascombe said, like you’d
expect to come from a mummy.
“I see you,” the guy says.
Rascombe looks around. There’s no one else in the room. He
looks at the guy.
“Me?” Rascombe says. “You see me?”
The guy doesn’t respond immediately. Then he talks again. “I
see you.”
Then Rascombe gets it. Or he thinks he does. “No,” he said.
“You’re not in the ICU. This is one of the emergency rooms.”
The guy seems satisfied. His eyes stay open, and he doesn’t
thrash or shake. Rascombe figures it’s time to get the guy diagnosed, treated and on the road. So he picks up his chart.
“Says here your name is Ogima. Is that right? Is that your
name?”
“Ogima,” the guy says.
“And that’s your first name, right?”
“Ogima,” the guy says again.
“It doesn’t say what your complaint is,” Rascombe said. “What
brought you here tonight?”
“All, all, all wrong. All wrong.”
Rascombe’s not sure how to respond. “All … ?” he says. “I … I
need you to be more specific.”
“Ogima.”
Rascombe sighs. He’d ordered a mental consult once the guy
was sedated, but no one had showed yet. Of course.
So, good doctor that Rascombe was—is—he soldiered on.
“Okay, Ogima’s your name. Where are you from?”
And then it happened. The answer. The big answer. The answer
that turned this from a run-of-the-mill full-moon psycho story to a
genuine hospital legend with a room named after it.
The guy answered. He didn’t hesitate. He spoke clearly and
calmly.
“Jardine,” he said.
Rascombe dropped his noteputer.
“What?” he said.
“Jardine.”
“You’re from Jardine?”

“Jardine.”
“No one’s from Jardine!”
The guy spoke more clearly than ever. “I am.”
Rascombe didn’t know what to ask next. Of course, he mostly
didn’t believe the guy—I mean, he didn’t seem too sane. But
something about the guy’s calm, his total self-possession as he
kept saying the word “Jardine”—something about that weirded
Rascombe out.
Finally, he came out with a question. “What … what are you
doing here?”
For the first time since Rascombe had come back into the room,
the guy moved his head. He turned it until he was looking at Rascombe, though his eyes might not have been focused.
“Run,” he said. “Run run run run run.”
Then the door to the room flew open. Three men dressed in
dark everything—suits, sunglasses, hats, everything—charged
into the room. They didn’t hold any visible weapons, but Rascombe said they gave the impression that they easily could
be armed.
“We’re taking him,” one of the men said.
“Excuse me, who are you?” Rascombe asked.
“We’re taking him now,” the same man said. Another one
shoved Rascombe aside.
The three of them surrounded the bed.
“Lie down,” one of them said, but Ogima stayed bolt upright
until one of the dark men sent him down with a firm push. The
men then started taking the guy away on his gurney.
Rascombe tried to get to his feet. “You can’t do that!” he said.
None of the men glanced at Rascombe. “We’re doing it,” one of
them said. And they pushed the guy out.
Rascombe followed, throwing out a flurry of questions. “Who
are you people? Where are you taking him? Do you—do you know
where he says he’s from?”
Two of them keep pushing the gurney forward, but the other
one turns and looks at Rascombe with a gaze that chills him. Right
through the sunglasses. “That’s something you shouldn’t know,”
the man says. Then he follows the other two.
Rascombe chased them, but they moved with an odd, liquid
swiftness. He broke into a run before he knew it, but they stayed
ahead of him, almost out of sight. They left the hospital, and Rascombe followed.
The gurney was sitting just outside the exit, empty. Rascombe
looked around and couldn’t see Ogima or the men anywhere. He
walked a few meters this way, a few meters that way, but it was
hopeless. They were gone.
He walked back here, into the Ogima room, and picked up the
noteputer he’d dropped on the floor. He wasn’t sure what kind of
a note he was going to make, but he knew it had to be something.
So he called up the file.
It wasn’t there. Ogima’s chart was gone. No sign it had ever
existed.
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Now Rascombe freaks out. Has he gone crazy? Is he still asleep
“Involved in what?”
and dreaming? He can’t believe what’s going on. But he talks to
The guy gets a kind of faraway look in his eyes, and Rasa few people, and they say they saw Ogima. Burton backs up the combe sees a hint of the crazies that had the guy in their thrall
part of Rascombe’s story that he saw. The people remembered a month ago.
him, but all other records of the guy were gone.
“You don’t want to know. I don’t want to know. But I do, I do, I
So this is the Ogima room, the home of the ghost from Jardine. do.”
But I haven’t told you everything yet—there’s one more part to
“Know what? What are you talking about?”
the story. It happens a month later. An encounter so quick that
The guy waves his hand, brushing Rascombe’s question away.
Rascombe doubts his sanity. He’s at the park a couple blocks from He stands up.
the hospital, eating a hot dog, and someone sits next to him. He
“Nothing will get better. From here, it all gets worse.”
doesn’t pay any attention to the guy until he catches a glimpse of
Then he leaves. Rascombe never saw him again. And after that
his wrists. They’ve got fresh scars on them, and the pattern looks … after that Rascombe was never quite right. I don’t know how
pretty familiar. Rascombe jerks his head up and looks Ogima right else to say it, but he wasn’t right. I hope he comes back from this
in the face. And the guy looks calm as a lamb.
leave he’s on, it would be good to see him again. I hope the crazy
“I’m sorry,” the guy says.
guy didn’t know what the hell he was talking about.
“Sorry?” Rascome replies.
“Sorry I was in your hospital. Sorry you were called in. I’m sorry
you got involved.”

introduction
There are well over twenty-two hundred worlds in the Classic
BattleTech universe, the affairs of which are largely directed by
the government, military and intelligence agencies of five Great
Houses, the various Clans and a host of Periphery states (to a
greater or lesser degree). But with a population so large, and space
so vast, there remains room for groups well beyond these mere
political entities: groups who pull strings of their own, devoted to
their own ideas and their own methods toward ultimate goals not
as apparent to the casual observer.
Massive megacorporations, far-reaching and ancient societies,
quasi-religious orders—many such groups lurk in the shadows (or
even in plain view, behind a benign façade) in pursuit of their own
agendas. Often, their efforts go unnoticed, or are written off as the
actions of a more monolithic power. Some are recognized by the
general public, but dismissed as harmless or simply misguided.
Conspiracy theorists weave endless speculations about how these
groups manipulate humankind’s destiny or take an active role in
shaping the history and governments of millions. Often written
off as rumor and innuendo, these musings add to the mystique—
and the power—surrounding these interstellar players.
But while so many conspiracy theories are just that, the events
of the Jihad have proven that in some cases, the reality can be
frighteningly, devastatingly real.

How to use this book
Jihad Conspiracies: Interstellar Players 2 is a sourcebook for
Classic BattleTech players that continues where the first Interstellar Players left off, providing a look at some new potential power

brokers whose agendas and methods may forge the fate of billions
across the stars. As with the first Interstellar Players, many of these
groups and conspiracies have appeared in previous sourcebooks
and novels, while others add entirely new aspects to the Classic
BattleTech universe. Presented here from the point of view of a
renegade publication of assembled reports, each “player” showcased in this volume is a source for any number of role-playing
adventures and scenarios.
Each entry comes with a gamemaster’s guide to place it in its
context within the universe, as well as game rules for Classic BattleTech (Total Warfare) and Classic BattleTech Role-Playing Game
adventures and scenarios, which appear in the back of this book.
Together, the gamemaster’s sections and the game rules provide a
guide for introducing and using elements of each of these groups
in Classic BattleTech and CBT: RPG settings.
Like the first Interstellar Players, not all is as it may seem in Jihad
Conspiracies: Interstellar Players 2. Indeed, even though the gamemaster’s guides and the rules provide “behind-the-scenes” details
and a means to use these various organizations and power brokers in a CBT campaign, whether or not a given “interstellar player”
actually pursues the agendas in this book—or even exists—is
ultimately up to the gamemasters and players of such campaigns.
In that respect (and unless otherwise stated in the gamemaster
information), the power players, gamemaster briefings and
rules presented in this book may all be considered optional elements for any Classic BattleTech game, an inspiration for potential
adventures and scenarios off the beaten path of Successor State
conflicts, Clan wars and mercenary operations.
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It was a nice try, but the Powers-That-Be can’t keep a good Truth
bringer down. Yes, dear readers, Starling is back, and no government,
church or secret cabal is going to prevent me from bringing you the
truth. All possible truths. Who I really am doesn’t matter. But what I
tell you in these pages may someday save your life.
Imagine waking up one morning to discover that the world
we live in—the life you know—is one gigantic illusion. Imagine
discovering that the leaders on distant worlds and even those
in your own backyards were involved in a vast lie, a cover-up of
interstellar proportions. Imagine that those you have been told
are your enemy, those who seem hell-bent on your destruction,
really are your saviors. And imagine your surprise to see that the
truth was there all along, right before your eyes, but dressed up in
a dark and sinister cloak of secrets—a swath of lies spun by people
who claim your fate for their own merely on the basis of the last
election or an accident of their birth.
Dear reader, anyone who knows my work knows I’m the last person to be anyone’s apologist, but I can’t help noticing that we see
precious little of the reasons why our leaders, our armies and our
worlds are locked in a struggle against a band that most of us saw just
half a decade ago as a harmless bunch of technophiliac loons. Precious little, at least, that truly comes from the mouths of our “saviors.”
I can hear you scoff, but read me out here. I promise you I have
a point that may just open your eyes and provide some inkling as
to what in the Nine Hells (or Five Worlds, ha ha!) may be going on
that has normal folk like you and I watching the heavens every day
in fear of a mushroom cloud of death or the agonizing, choking
demise of the next Curse of Galedon.
What if—and note I do say “if” here—the Word of Blake really
did come to save us all?
Again, I can hear the scoffs. But track this, if you can. I believe
we, as thinking and rational human beings, need to be able to look
our enemy hard in the face—no matter how alien he might seem
to be (even if that term is practically truth)—and try to understand
what’s truly going on in his head. Do you honestly believe, for
instance, that the rank and file WoBbie bows down to a toaster
at night, or truly thinks the only way to guide our Inner Sphere to
some enlightenment is through the fiery division of atoms?
Now, I’m not about to look too closely at the words of the
Word for this preamble, so don’t panic and start thinking, “Oh
my God(s), Starling’s become one of them!” Please give me a little
more credit than that. This is about the facts—both widely known
and secret—that have been uncovered to date.
Fact 1: The fanatics we know and love today as the Word of
Blake were once the very same people to whom you still entrust
most of your interstellar communications, our dear friends from
ComStar. Strip away the pseudo-religious crap and you’re back to
the interstellar phone service that Jerry built back when Kerensky’s
goons were packing their bags and the “Great” Houses were loading their weapons for a three-century-long, five-way showdown.
Fact 2: The policies enacted by ComStar, in the shadows of the

Succession Wars, targeted just about anyone who could string a
few innovative thoughts together while the mostly automated
factories of the day were being nuked into oblivion. The effect
was a general decline of technology—almost universally of the
military or space travel variety—to the point where, given maybe
another century or so, it would’ve been impossible to launch
another Succession War with anything more potent than a collection of flintlocks. (Hey, a man can dream, can’t he?)
Fact 3: The return of Kerensky’s inbred descendants fouled up
the entire plan.
Now, stop here and think. Imagine you’re the great, big, monolithic corporation dressed up as a bunch of techno-wizards, to the
point where you preserve operational codes and procedures in
the form of a Gregorian Chant just so the dim-witted, unwashed
masses will be convinced they can’t do without you. Imagine
you know all their dirty little secrets, and have tons more of your
own—enough for an army that can kick any two of the Great
Houses’ asses at once because you ensured centuries before that
their armies would remain small. Now, imagine you had the means
to plan all this out and make it all happen with no one the wiser…
and try to tell me how you’d miss the even bigger army that left at
the same time your great conspiracy was born? Or that you didn’t
plan for their eventual return?
Fact 4: ComStar “conveniently” revealed a massive army capable of stopping the Clans and the means to move it in their pants
pocket all this time.
At this point, everyone in the Inner Sphere should have
screamed a collective, “We’ve been HAD!”, realized they’d been
duped probably from Day One, and started looking into how
our ancestors communicated before Blake came along, because
that had to be better than entrusting the interstellar communications grid to a bunch of two-faced liars and thieves (oh, funny
that: all those older-tech FAX machines managed to go missing
about the time the Star League ended, too. Huh. Wonder how that
happened?).
Instead—because we were kind of desperate, with Kerensky’s
vat-born kiddies bringing down property values everywhere—
we accepted ComStar’s embarrassed shrug as an explanation and
pinned our hopes on them stopping the Clans. Which they did, for
about fifteen years—years they would spend raiding and basically
spoiling for an early bell on Round Two.
Oh, and suddenly ComStar fractures. Three hundred years of
solidarity, and they fracture because they came up with two different ways to try to stop the Clans?
Remember when I asked you to imagine you were ComStar, the
Clans came back, and you suddenly (conveniently) had an army
ready to stop them? Now, tell me something: Wouldn’t you—with
all your abilities, resources and demonstrated capacity for forethought centuries ahead of time—have come up with one or two
backup plans?
Fact 5: Within less than two years, ComStar and Word of Blake
fragment, and the Word of Blake is set up nice and cozy in the Free
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Worlds League, complete with their own armed forces, chain of command, tax base, HPG deals—oh, and about ninety percent of the
nastiest intelligence agency in the Inner Sphere. Meanwhile, ComStar—the guys with the professional soldiers and a lot less ingrained
fanaticism—sat mostly on the Clan front, waiting for the axe to drop.
From the moment the Word of Blake broke off, a plan was set in
motion—and it was likely a contingency plan they’d had in place
all along. Before our very eyes, the heart and soul of the shifty,
manipulative, hyper-secretive ComStar—the group who masterfully played us off each other ever since Kerensky ran away and
took his boys and toys with him—simply fled the body. What
remained behind was the pale shadow, claiming it was the real
McCoy, a group whose only mandates were to offer us fair prices
on HPG transmissions and keep an eye on those dastardly Clansmen. We should’ve seen the scam right there, because of…
Fact 6: Altruism is a myth.
Seriously, guys. Why do you think communism fails and dictatorships thrive? Why does the Lyran government still stand, based
on its foundation of class strata and profit-mongering, while the
pseudo-representative alliance of semi-independent states that
made up the Free Worlds League fell apart in the face of a leadership crisis? People do not work for the common good because it’s
what they should do; they do so because someone has a gun to
their head. (Or because they’re just plain crazy, but we’re discussing humankind at large, not me. Let’s move on.)
So, new-and-secular ComStar says, “No worries, Inner Sphere, we
got your backs!” and we all smile and nod, eating it up, and we try
to get back to business as usual while cautiously eyeing those Clanner strangers. And everyone just disregards the “harmless nuts”
who took the very essence of “old” ComStar with them and set
themselves up with a neat little empire in the Free Worlds League.
We then have the nerve to act surprised about five years later when
they snatch Terra away like taking candy from a dead baby. Come
on, ComStar, did you guys really even try to fight that one?
Fact 7: “Secular” ComStar refuses to acknowledge the inherent threat of having their supposedly mortal enemies holding the
most important planet in the entire Inner Sphere. Instead, Focht
and Mori inexplicably shrug their shoulders and say “No big deal;
Terra’s just a symbol.”
Smell that rat yet?
The essence of “old ComStar” is once again back home, and the
“secular” version seems content with waiting to die against the
Clans. If I didn’t know any better, I’d say it was almost like laundering money. Only in this case, we’re laundering planets. A few
people scratch their heads, I’m sure, but overall, the Inner Sphere
fails to go into panic mode that the “harmless nuts” just took over
the universe’s most heavily industrialized and populated gems—
and that they did it in less than four days!

Where it all Leads?
For the next ten years we all heard the whispers and nobody
did a damned thing about them. Intelligence agencies across the

Inner Sphere—hell, even in the Deep Periphery—knew the Word
was building a massive army and hiring mercs by the bushel.
Something big was coming, but nobody knew what or they just
assumed it was aimed at what remained of ComStar.
But given the Word’s lightning-fast victory at Terra—both in
’58 and in ’68—I would guess otherwise. ComStar was the Word’s
paper tiger all along. Maybe not a sham army, but certainly one
the Word never truly had to fear. And if they could brush aside
their own, they could easily do the same to the rest of us…
But if they had that kind of power, why didn’t they use it on us
long ago?
Could it possibly be, as the Word Robes themselves claim, that
they didn’t intend to?
Before you start the lynch mobs and try to hunt me down,
remember that I’m not the kind to claim anybody’s innocent. The
Word—or, more accurately, the shadowy powers behind them—
clearly prepared for a war to end all wars, complete with the whole
genocidal apparatus to do it. We’ve all seen the images of Blakist
nukes incinerating entire cities on Outreach, Blakist nerve agents
sending the high and mighty Knights of the Inner Sphere to a choking demise, and Blakist WarShips pounding the snail snot out of
whole cities on Tharkad and Coventry. We’ve seen the footage of
their cyborg monsters sweeping all resistance from Caph, Gibson
and Hesperus. We’ve heard their own propagandists gloat how each
atrocity came down upon those who deserved what they got…
Except for the ones that happened when this whole mess
started. The “nuking” of Tharkad was vehemently denied, and the
firefight over New Avalon that culminated in the annihilation of the
NAIS was called a “great tragedy” by the Blakist commanders there
(who have yet to lob any WMDs on the Davion capital, despite years
of resistance). Just days later, though, the same Word of Blake would
practically gloat over the radioactive corpses of the Outreach dead.
Why the dichotomy? Could it be that the Word truly meant for
Tharkad and New Avalon to be “warning shots” and not full-scale
invasions? Looking at the fleets they sent to those worlds—while
large and stealthy, they certainly weren’t set up for an invasion,
not if they carried only a single division each. Not against Inner
Sphere capitals! And the LCS Invincible was in Star League parade
colors, not the LCAF scheme she vanished with, or the stark white
of the Word. (I hear one of the ships at New Avalon sported a similar scheme, though the details are sketchy as to which one.)
Was it wise to sneak WarShips into a capital system, even ships
intended to be given as gifts? Maybe not, but I hate to say the
Word’s actions in both cases points more to a naïve plan to do just
what some have suggested: offer up their gifts to members of the
Star League.
And then there’s Outreach, home of the Dragoons, who fought
the Word’s efforts to bring stability to the Chaos March. Oh, sure,
the Word established said “stability” as much through force and
bribery as through honest negotiations—but when you look at
how every other Successor State, Periphery realm and Clan conducts its affairs, you can’t really call foul on the Word’s approach,
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and they were at least getting the trains running on time! Still, the
Dragoons declared war on them and got a bunch more mercs to
go along for the ride. What followed was an escalation that could
only have ended in a showdown on Outreach, and lo and behold,
it happened. The Word trumpeted its victory there, as horrible as it
was—even as they still swore up and down that Tharkad and New
Avalon were accidents.
So, okay, if the Word was ready to smack Outreach, but didn’t
want to go to war on Tharkad or New Avalon, why is that? And
how does that relate to all the muscle they seemingly pulled out
of thin air?
Once more, we face what many have whispered and what the
Word’s so-called Voice of Truth has been screaming for all this time
(the stuff INN won’t report because, hey, the enemy’s crazy, right?):
What if the Word of Blake really did intend to save us all?
From who? If you have to ask that, you’re a Capellan, a Free
Worlds Leaguer or someone from the Rimward Periphery. Or you
really don’t think the Clans are a threat.
But anyone on Terra (or between them and Terra) might. And
if the Word (and ComStar before them) truly suspected the return
of Kerensky all these centuries, well, having their fears vindicated
since 3050 would likely have had them scrambling to the defense
all along.

The Original Plan?
What the Word truly had in mind is, of course, anyone’s guess.
And anyone who reads me knows I never presume that a major
political power with demonstrated military and secret intelligence-gathering capabilities will ever tell us their intentions on
the level. But what if the story the Word’s been trying to say—the
one drowned out now by reporters and government agencies
across the Inner Sphere—is, at heart, the God’s honest truth?
What if the Word’s goals at the Star League conference truly
were to unveil gifts to the gathered leaders of the Inner Sphere?
And what if their gifts included military assets to boost the
Sphere’s common defense against the Clans? After all, isn’t that
the same kind of line Victor Steiner-Davion and Anastasius Focht
expected us to believe when they sold us the notion of a second
Star League back in 3058?
What if the people we now claim to be the splinter-group fanatics truly did raise their arsenal of WMDs to kill off the Clans and drive
them to their homeworlds (and, if necessary, beyond)? What if they
were truly raising forces and technologies to overpower the Clans’
genetic edge and teach them what war really meant? After all,
wasn’t that the message ComStar promised to send at Tukayyid?
What if the Dragoons really did deserve what they got on Outreach?
After all, weren’t they the people who single-handedly transformed
the mercenary profession into their own private conglomerate while
simultaneously spying for the Clans’ future invasion forces?
The Word’s mouthpieces today don’t say much about what the
exact plan was, but they’ve given us plenty of hints amid their rants

and in their approach to this war. In a very Machiavellian way, much
of it seems to be part of a long-running campaign to not only unify
the Inner Sphere and end the Clan threat, but also to ensure that
the future Sphere order will remain stable under their guidance.
Imagine a second Star League that didn’t disband. Imagine the
Word of Blake “parade fleets” delivering new WarShips to the Lyran
Alliance, Federated Suns and Draconis Combine. Imagine the ratification of the Word of Blake Protectorate—now purged of instability
for the first time in a decade—and the whole place opened to Inner
Sphere merchants and travelers as a hub of commerce and cooperation. Imagine the appearance of Manei Domini super-soldiers among
the forces arrayed against the Clans. And imagine the campaign
to come, where armies of cybernetically enhanced super-soldiers
smash through the Clan lines with state of the art Sphere-built
machines, ready, willing and able to fight to their deaths not just to
liberate a world, but to make sure the Clans know they can never
come back? Armed with weapons and technologies developed over
centuries of waiting for Kerensky’s fateful return, imagine a Word of
Blake and ComStar—reunited as the offensive and defensive forces
of a new SLDF, respectively—pitched into heroic battles to drive the
Clans home, and fearless enough to resort to the worst levels of brutality in order to guarantee a lasting victory rather than one a Khan
can pretend “holds no sway” over his agenda.
If this scenario were true, we could very well be looking at a new
order by today, an order where we once again thank the followers
of Blake for daring to save us from ourselves. We could be singing
praises to the people who gave us back Tamar, Rasalhague and
Alshain, when our leaders could not. We would see Clan influence
burned away from all Inner Sphere worlds, including the heart of
the mercenary trade on Outreach. We would no longer fear the
oppression of a warrior-driven “master race” who believe the only
people worthy of leading are those born in vats, and whose only
answer to all challenges is bloodshed.
Yeah, maybe we would then have to contend with our own
shifty leaders again, and pay lip service to people who still recite
prayers before starting up their holovids, but if you’re one of the
billions who feared the Clans when they rolled over entire empires,
ask yourself which future you would prefer?
Remember that I am not suggesting the Word is innocent here,
people. Even if the above was true, they clearly planned this war to
be a genocide. They alone have brought out the WMDs and they
alone came to the fight prepared to turn us against one another
so they could snatch up the best factories. If they knew of the
Clans before they came, these guys (and their ComStar breakaway
partners) owe us a hell of an explanation for why they waited until
3050 to clue us all in.
No, the Word is far from innocent, but just because they seem
crazy when they talk, and just because they now seek to kill us all,
don’t assume our leaders have it right either. And don’t assume all
the propaganda you hear lacks a semblance of truth.
Question everything!
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THE HIDDEN
the hidden
You folks may remember this one from the last time I put forth
a book’s worth of theories for you. Seems someone didn’t like this
particular topic and hit me with a crude but amusing binary bomb.
This time, I’ve taken precautions. So without further ado, let’s ask
one more time about what happened to some missing worlds, and
see if the “Shark” comes swimming for me again.
—Starling

From Atlantis to Jardine,
are the Lost really “Lost”?
—Mirjam Torhansson, The Truth Underground, Renegade Press,
1 April 3066
The tales are as old as time. Lost places, forgotten societies,
a promise of wonder that draws the adventurous or the greedy
to great lengths, often to disappointing ends. From the mythical
unspoiled lands of Eden (the Garden, not the Clan homeworld),
to the lost Terran continent of Atlantis (said to have been home
to a massive and hyper-advanced civilization), to the golden cities
of Macchu Pichu or El Dorado that drove many an ancient Terran
treasure hunter mad with lust and greed. The legends of lost civilizations did not end with the drive into space, however. If anything,
it made the phenomenon thousands of times more pronounced.
And yet, what are legends without a grain of truth? Sure, we’ve
since learned of the truth behind Eden, Atlantis, Macchu Pichu and
El Dorado: lost lands and cities that as often as not turned out to
be mere fables. But what of the lost worlds of the Inner Sphere?
Worlds like the Marik planet of Jardine, known to have existed for
its most famous export, the felinoid tabiranth, and yet missing
from virtually every astronomical map and record, even going
back to the days of the Star League?
Cities may be lost, but worlds? That’s another matter.
Dear reader, what would you say if I told you that Jardine is not
as lost as some may think, or that hidden among the thousands
of stars where humankind walks are more worlds just like it—still
alive, still thriving, and (perhaps most shocking) still a danger to
us all?
How They Vanish: A Case Study
So what makes a world disappear? Does a magician wave a
magic wand, mutter an incantation, and poof, all records are
expunged throughout history? Or is it more of an elaborate shell
game, involving a conspiracy of millions to pull off? Well, dear
reader, the answer to that one is a bit more variable. In fact, the
means to make a world vanish are probably as varied as there
have been vanished worlds to start with. Some general possibilities, however, might follow a few basic themes:

i

Nuked/Poisoned Off the Map: The classic explanation of the
first two Succession Wars (and the Age of War), worlds with fairly
low or overly centralized populations suffered from over-zealous
raiders armed with atomics or biological weapons meant to sterilize all human life. Oddly enough, this was a “hit or miss” approach,
as some worlds “died” from these assaults or their aftermaths,
but others somehow soldiered on. Of those that died, many were
actually casualties of freak environmental events triggered by the
final assault (example: Rocky, a Hegemony planet that went into a
premature ice age). Some fell into a fatal tailspin from catastrophic
loss of infrastructure and no small amount of neglect from the
parent government (example: Hegel, which practically starved to
extinction amidst a worldwide epidemic).
It is, however, harder to kill a populous world using a few
nukes—even strategics—and/or poison gasses. Tailored biologicals may have better luck, as they can linger a bit longer and
maybe even salt the local ecosystems, but you’d need a LOT to
infect an entire planet. Therefore, the only reasons to take such
worlds off the map are because they got wholly depopulated
in the strikes and lost all industrial or strategic value in the bargain. Or if the world was barely self-sustaining to start with. For
the former, it’d likely have to be a trade-dependent world with a
population numbering no more than, say, ten million. For the latter, the world would need to have been marginal all along, which
would likely create conditions identical to the former.
Yes, they’re possible, but by necessity, such worlds tend to be
small fry. Admittedly, a few really big worlds also went out this way,
but only because some nation or other gathered up a DropShip
or five worth of strategics and just pasted the living crap out of
it—an act usually reserved for the most heavily industrialized and
populated planets, where the attacker would rather sterilize the
opposition than face an impregnable fortress. (Many worlds fitting
that bill, however, managed to survive for decades afterward, and
quite a few—like Sarna and Caph—remain on the map today.)
Emigration/Depopulation: This works better with cities than
with planets, but then again, some planets were hellholes even
when they were settled (the settlers who hung in there were
just too stubborn to admit as much). In this case, whether from
war damage or some other situation, the people simply leave (or
get scooped away by others—hopefully others friendly toward
them). This may have been common in the Star League era and
Age of War, when ships were plentiful (heck, Terra itself suffered
a humongous exodus right after the Liberation, with billions taking flight). But after the Succession Wars blasted anything big
enough to have a KF drive, not so much. This type of action also
tends to add planets to the map, rather than remove them—take
the recently discovered Hanseatic League and Nueva Castile, for
example. For that matter, how do you think we got the Clans (or
the Inner Sphere to begin with)?
This one’s definitely possible, at least as much as the nuking/
gassing scenario.

